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1. Introduction: 
The notion of 2-metric space was investigated by Gähler 
[6],[7],[8]
 . The notion of 
generalized metric space (D-metric space) is introduced by Dhage 
[5]
. He proved some 
results on fixed point theorems for a self mapping of a complete and bounded D-metric 
space. A number of fixed point theorems have been proved for 2-metric spaces. 
However Hsiao showed that all such theorems are trivial in the sense that the iterations 
of  f are collinear. 
Fortunately, in the case of D-metric spaces the situation in not alike sees Ahmad et al. 
[1]
. Here it should be noted that Singh, Kumar and Ganguly 
[9]
 in their paper explained 
their differences with the argument of Hsiao with example. Probably because the paper 
was published in Hindi, it could not find much publicity in the international area. 
Antonovskii et al. 
[2]
 defined topological semi field in 1960. Sharma and Sharma 
[11]
 
proved a fixed point theorem in 2-metric space over topological semi field. 
Recently the concept of compatible maps in D-metric space introduced by Sing and 
Sharma 
[10]
 and they proved common fixed point theorems for compatible maps in 
generalized metric spaces. 
In this paper we wish to present the result on common fixed point theorems using 
compatible maps in D-metric space over topological semi field. 
2. Preliminaries: 
We recall some definitions 
Definition 2.1: We shall call a commutative associative topological ring E, a 
topological semi field if there is isolated in some set K satisfying: 
(1) K,KK  K;KK   
(2) EKK   
(3) The least upper bound and greatest lower bound exists, 
(4) For Kb a,  the equation ax = b has at least one solution in K, 
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(5) The intersection (-K)K  contains only the zero element of the ring. 
Remark 2.1 : The axioms for a topological semi field are so chosen that its properties 
recall those of the fields of real numbers . In fact, it was proved by Antonovskii et al. 
[10]
, 
that any topological semi field contains topological fields isomorphic with the real line. 
Remark 2.2 : We shall call elements of the set K positive elements of the semi field E 
and elements of the set K – K will be called boundary elements of the semi field E. 
Remark 2.3 : We agree to write the relation Ky–xK,y–x   also in the form 
y,x   yx   (or in the form xy x,<y  ),. In particular, the inequality 0x   
means Kx   and 0x   means that K.x   
Remark 2.4: The set K contains elements, which are different from zero. 
Definition 2.2: Let E be a semi field and K be the set of all its positive elements. The 
non- empty set X is called a D-metric space over the topological semi field E if there 
exists a real function KXXX:D   that satisfies the following conditions: 
    0zy,x,D  1D   for all Xzy,x,   (non-negativity) and the equality holds if and 
only if z,=y=x  
 x)z,D(y, =z)x,D(y,=z)y,D(x,   2)-(D … (Symmetry), 
z)y,D(a, + z)a,D(x,+a)y,D(x,z)y,D(x,  3)-(D   for all x,y,z,a in X. 
(Rectangle inequality) 
Definition 2.3 : A sequence {xn} of points in a D-metric space (X,D) over a topological 
semi field E is said to be D-convergent and converges to a point Xx   if, 
mn,
lim  
  UX,X,XD
mn
  for all Xx   where EU   is the neighborhood of the origin. 
Definition 2.4 : A sequence {xn} of points in (X,D) over a topological semi field E is 
said to be D-Cauchy if U)X,X,D(Xlim
pmnpn,m,


 
Definition 2.5 : A D-metric space over topological semi field E is called D-bounded if 
there exists a constant M such that Mz)y,D(x,   for all Xzy,x,  . 
Definition 2.6 : A self-mapping T of a D-metric space (X,D) over a topological semi 
field E is said to be continuous at Xx   if TxTx 
n
 , whenever xx
n
 . 
Definition 2.7: Two self mappings A and B of a D-metric space (X,D) over a 
topological 
semi field E are said to be D-weakly commuting if z)Bx,D(Ax,z)BAx,D(ABx,   
Where BAx)(or ABx  =y and X xallfor  Bx)(or Ax =z  . 
Definition 2.8 : Two self mappings A and B of a D-metric space (X,D) over a 
topological semi field E are said to be D-compatible if 
)BAx(or  ABx= z      where0=z) Bax, D(ABx, limn
nnn 
 
whenever {xn} is a sequence in X such that y=Bxlim=Axlim nnnn  , for some y 
in X. 
Clearly, commutativity implies D-weak commutativity and D-weak commutativity 
implies D-compatibility; but neither implication is reversible always as this can be 
seen in Singh and Sharma 
[11]
. 
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Remark 2.5: If E = R be the field of real numbers, we arrive at the definition of 
D-metric space. (See Dhage 
[12], [13]
 ). 
 
Further, Singh and Sharma 
[14]
 proved the following. 
Proposition 2.1 : Let A and B be D-compatible self mappings of D-metric space X. 
(1) If Ay = By, then ABy = BAy, 
(2) If yBx ,Ax
nn
 , for some y in X then. 
(a) AyBAx
n
 , if A is continuous, 
(b) If A and B are continuous at y , then Ax = By and ABy = BAy. Singh and 
Sharma 
[15]
 proved the following. 
Theorem 2.1 : Let A, B, F and G be self mappings of a complete bounded D-metric 
space (X,D) satisfying 
(i) G(X)A(X)   and F(X)B(X)   
(ii) One of A, B, F or G is continuous 
(iii) Pairs of mappings {A,F} and {B,G} are D-compatible 
(iv) )}]zAx,D(Gy, αz),By,D(Fx, α,z)Gy,[max{D(Fx,z)By,D(Ax,     for all 
Xzy,x,   where   is non-decreasing function and 1/3.α<0   
Then A, B, F and G have a unique common fixed point in X. 
 
Inspired by the above result, we prove the following, using  proposition 1. 
 
3. Main Results : 
 
Theorem 3.1: Let A, B, S and T be self mappings of a complete and bounded D-metric 
space over a topological semi field E satisfying: 
(1.1) S(X),B(X) and T(X)A(X)   
(1.2) One of A, B, S or T is continuous, 
(1.3) Pair of mappings {A, S} and {B, T} are D-compatible, 
(1.4) 
z)},Sx,D(By,+ z)Ty,γ{D(Ax,+z)}Ty,D(By,+z)Sx,β{D(Ax,+z)Ty,D(Sx, αz)By,D(Ax, 
 
for all Xzy,x,   and non negative reals γβ,α,  such that 1 <k<
2
1 1+l  where 
γ)-β-2 γγ)/(+β+(α=k  
Then A, B, S and T have a unique common fixed point in X. 
 
Proof: Let x0 be an arbitrary element in X. Then from (1.1), there exists x1,x2  in X 
such that 
.Sx=Bx=y  and  Tx=Ax=y1
21210
 
Inductively construct a sequence {yn} in X such that 1-2n2n2n Bx = Sx=y  and 1+2n y
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1+2n
Tx= ,Ax=
2n
1,2,...=n  
Using (1.4) for 2m  , we have 
)}y,y,D(y+ )y,y,γ{D(y+
)}y,y,D(y+)y,y,β{D(y+)y,y,αD(y
)}y,Sx,(Bx+ )y,Tx,γ{D(Ax+
)}y,Tx,D(Bx+)y,Sx,β{D(Ax+)y,Tx,αD(Sx
)y,Bx ,D(Ax=)y,y,D(y
m02m11
m12m01m10
m01m10
m11m00m10
m10m21


 
Or 
)},y,y,D(y+)y,y,D(y+
)y,y,D(y+)y,y,γ{D(y+)y,y,D(y β)+(α  )y,y,)D(y-(1
102m12
m01m10m10m21

 
  ),y,y,D(y+)y,y,)D(y2γ+β+(α )y,y,D(yγ-β-1
210m10m21
   
 
Or 
 
),y,y,D(yk+)y,y,kD(y=                  (i)
)y,y,γ)D(y-β-γ/(1+)y,y,D(y γ)-β-2 γγ)/(+β+(α)y,y,D(y
2101m10
210m10m21

 
 
Where γ).-β-γ/(1=k  and  γ)-β-2 γγ)/(+β+(α=k
1
 
Similarly, using (1.4) for any 3m  , we have 
 
)},y,y,D(y+)y,y,D(y+ )y,y,D(y+)y,y,{D(y+
)}y,y,D(y+ )y,y,{D(y+)y,y ,D(y
)},y,y,D(y+)y,y,{D(y+
)}y,y,D(y+)y,y,{D(y+)y,y,D(y
)},y,Sx,D(Bx+)y,Tx,{D(Ax +
)}y,Tx,D(Bx+)y,Sx ,{D(Ax+)y,Tx,D(Sx
)y,Bx ,D(Ax= )y,Ax,D(Bx= )y,y,D(y
m21213m23m12
m12m23m12
m22m13
m22m23m12
m21m12
m11m12m12
m12m21m32









 
Or 
),y,y,γD(y+)y ,y ,)D(y2γ+β+(α )y,y,γ)D(y-β-(1
321m12m32
   
 
 
),y,y,D(yk + )y,y,D(yk  =
y,y,yγ)D-β- γ/(1+)y,y,D(y  γγ-β-2 γγ)/(+β+(α )y,y,D(y      i.e.
3211m21
321m21m32

 
Or 
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  
  . )y ,y,D(yk)y,y,D(ykky,y,yDk
. )y ,y,D(yk)y,y,D(yky,y,yDk k )y,y,D(y         
32112101m10
2
32112101m10m32


 
 
i.e. 
 
. )y,y,D(yk+)]y,y,D(ykk + )y,y,D(yk)y,y,D(y (ii)
32112101m10
2
m32
  
 
Further we have 
 
)},y,Sx,D(Bx + )y,Tx,γ{D(Ax+
)}y ,Tx ,D(Bx + )y,Sx,β{D(Ax+)y,Tx,αD(Sx
)y,Bx,D(Ax=)y,y,D(y
m23m32
m33m22m32
m32m43
  
 
Or 
 
)},y,y,D(y + )y,y,γ{D(y+
)}y,y,D(y + )y,y,β{D(y+ )y,y,αD(y)y,y,D(y
m24m33
m34m23m32m43

 
 
Or 
 
)},y,y,D(y+)y,y,D(y+)y,y,D(y+)y,y,γ{D(y+
)}y,y,D(y+)y,y,β{D(y+)y,y,αD(y)y,y,D(y
m24234m23m32
m43m23m32m43

 
 
i.e. 
 
),y,y,γD(y+)y,y,D(y )2++( )y,y,D(y )-- (1
432m32m43
   
 
),y,y,D(yk+)y,y,D(yk  =
),y,y,γ)D(y-β-γ/(1+)y,y,D(y γ)-β-2 γγ)/(+β+(α )y,y,D(y
4321m32
432m32m43

 
or 
 
),y,y ,D(yk +
)y,y ,D(yk +)]y ,y,D(ykk+)y,y,D(yk[k)y,y,D(y
4321
32112101m10
2
m43

 
 
Or 
 
),y,y ,D(yk +
)y,y ,D(yk +)]y ,y,D(ykk+)y,y,D(yk)y,y,D(y
4321
32112101
2
m10
3
m43

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Similarly, using (1.4), we have 
 
)y,y,D(yk+)y,y,D(ykk +
)y,y,D(ykk+)]y,y,D(ykk+)y,y,D(yk)y,y,D(y
54314321
3211
2
2101
3
m10
4
m54

 
Proceeding in this way, we have 
)y,y,D(ykk+)y,y,D(y kk+)y,y,D(yk =
)y yn, ,D(yk  . . . + )y,y,D(yk +
)y,y,D(yk+)]y,y,D(y[kk+)y,y,D(yk)y,y,D(y
1+nn1-n
1-n
0r
1-r-n
1m10
1-n
1m10
n
1+n1-n432
3+n
321
2+n
m10
n+!
1m10
n
m1+nn
 

 
 
Or 
 
 
1-n
0r
1-r-n
1
1+n
1
n
m1+nn
Mkk+ Mkk+Mk)y,y,D(y  
 




1n
0
1-r-n
1
1+n
11
1-n
m1+nn
Mkk+Mkk+)Mk +(k k)y,y,D(y
r
 
 
Or 
 
 , Mkk+Mkk)y,y,D(y
1-n
0r
1-r-n
12
1-n
mn 1+n   where  21 k=k+k ,now for Ntp,  , we 
have 
 ),y,y ,D(y+)y,y,D(y+)y,y,D(y)y,y,D(y
t+p+np+n1+n1+np+nnt+p+n1+nnt+p+np+nn
  
Or 
 
)y,y ,D(y+)y,y,D(y+
)y,,yD(y+Mk2k+Mk2k,)y,y,D(y
t+p+np+n2+n2+np+n1+n
t+p+n2+n1+n
1-n
0
1-r-n
1
1-n
t+p+np+nn   r  
Or 
 
, )y,y,D(y +
]kkM[2k+ )k+(k M2k=
)y,y,D(y +
Mkk 2+Mkk 2+Mk2k+Mk2k)y,y,D(y
t+p+np+n2+n
1-n
0r
r-n1-n
0r
1-r-n
1
21-n
2
t+p+np+n2+n
1-n
0r
r-n
1
n
2
1-n
0r
1-r-n
1
1-n
1t+p+np+nn






 
………. ………. ……….. ………. ………… ………… ………. 
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………. ………. ……….. ………. ………… ………… ………. 
Or 
 
)y,y,D(y+
]k+k+k2Mk+
]k+. . .+k+[k2Mk)y,y,D(y
t+p+np+n1-p+n
3-pn
1r
3-r-p+nn
1r
r-n1-n
1r
1-r-n
3-p+nn1-n
2t+p+np+nn




 
]k(1/2)+
. . .+ k+k+k[Mk 2+
](1/2)k+. . .+k+k+k [2Mk)y , y ,D(y
1pn
1r
2-r-p+n
1n
1r
1+r-nn
1r
r-n1-n
1r
1-r-n
1
2-p+n1+nn1-n
2t+p+np+nn







 
Now if (1/2) k
l+1 
< 1, then 1 + k + k
2 
+ . . . + k
l 
< k
l+1 
+ k
l+1 
+ k
l+1 
+ . . .  
i.e. 
  
1
11r
r1
0r
r
kk  
Therefore 
 
1. <k  since   ,n   as   0
]k+(1/2)+
. . . +k+k+k[2Mk+
]k (1/2)+. . .+k+k+k [2Mk)y,y,D(y
r
2pnr
r
r
1nr
rr
nr
rr
1-nr
r
1
2-p+n1+nn1-n
2t+p+np+nn





  
This shows that {yn} is a D-Cauchy sequence in X, by completeness of X, {yn} 
converges to some point u in X and also its subsequences {Ax2n},{Bx2n-1},{Sx2n} and 
{Tx2n+1}  also 
converges to some u in X. Now by (1.2) one of the mapping A, B, S or T is continuous. 
Assume this true for S (The other alternatives will be treated in similar way). From 
the conclusion we just derived SuSSx, SAx
2n2n
 . By D-compatibility of (A,S), we 
have 
0=)SAx,ASx,D(SAxlim
2n2n2nn 
 
which yields SuASx
2n
 . On the other hand by (1.4), we have 
 
u)}.,SSx,D(Bx+
u),Tx,γ{D(ASx+u)} ,Tx ,D(Bx+
u),SSx,{D(ASx+ u),Tx,αD(SSx u),Bx,D(ASx
2n1+2n
1+2n2n1+2n1+2n
2n2n1+2n2n1+2n2n

 
Letting n , we have 
 
u)},Su,D(u,+u)u,γ{D(Su,+ u)}u,D(u, + u)u,β{D(Su,+ u)u,αD(Su,u)u,D(Su,   
 
or   , u)u,D(Su,2 γ+β+αu)u,D(Su,    
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which yields Su = u. Further, 
u)}.Su,,D(Bx + u),Txγ{D(Au,+
u)} ,Tx ,D(Bx+u)Su,{D(Au, β+u),TxαD(Su,u) ,Bx D(Au,
1+2n1+2n
1+2n1+2n1+2n1+2n

 
Letting n , we have 
u)},Su,D(u, + u)u,γ{D(Au,+
u)}u,D(u, + u)Su,β{D(Au,+ u)u,αD(Su,u)u,D(Au, 
 
or u)u,D(Au, γ)+(βu)u,D(Au,  , 
and this yields Au = u. 
 
Since T(X)A(X)  , therefore there exists Xv   such that Su = Tv =u . Hence by 
(1.4), we have 
u)},Su,D(Bv,+ u)Tv,γ{D(Au,+
u)}Tv,D(Bv,+u)Su, β{D(Au,+ u)Tv,αD(Su,
u)Bv, D(Au, =u)Bv,D(u,
  
Or 
 
u)}.u,D(Bv,+ u)Tv,γ{D(u,+
u)}Tv,D(Bv,+ u)u,β{D(u,+ u)Tv,αD(u,
u)Bv,D(Au, =u)Bv,D(u,
  
 
We get u),Bv,D(u, γ)+(β =u)Bv,D(u,  
which gives Tv=u=Bv . 
Hence by compatibility of (B,T) and from Proposition 1, 
we have TBv = BTv  or Tu=Bu . 
 
Again by (1.4), we have  
u)}, Su, D(Bv, + u) Tu, γ{D(Au,+
u)}Tu,D(Bu,+u)Su,β{D(Au,+u)Tu,αD(Su,
u)Bu,D(Au,=u)Tu,D(u,
  
Or 
 
u)},u,D(Tu, + u)Tu,γ{D(u,+
u)}Tu,D(Tu, + u)u,β{D(u,+ u) Tu, αD(u,u)Tu,D(u, 
 
 
This follows 
. 
   uTu,u,D 2 γ+β+αu)Tu,D(u,  . 
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Which yields u.=Tu  
 
Hence u.i.e.u=Tu=Su=Bu=Au  is a common fixed point of A, B, S and T. 
Finally for uniqueness let u)w(w   be another common fixed point of A, B, S and T. 
Then by (1.4), we have 
u)},Su,D(Bw,+u)Tw,γ{D(Au,+
u)}Tw,D(Bw,+u)Su,β{D(Au,+ u)Tw,αD(Su,
u)Bw,D(Au,= u)w,D(u,
  
Or 
 
u)}.u,D(w, + u)w,γ{D(u,+ u)}w,D(w, + u)u,β{D(u,+ u)w,αD(u,u)w,D(u,   
 
This follows     , uw,u,D 2 γ +β+αu)  w,D(u,    
which yields that v.=u  
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.1 : Let A and S be self mappings of a complete and bounded D-metric 
space (X,D) over a topological semi field E satisfying : 
(1.5) S(X),A(X)   
(1.6) one of A or S is continuous, 
(1.7) pair of mappings {A, S} is D-compatible, 
(1.8) 
z)},Sx,D(Ay,+z)Sy,γ{D(Ax,+
z)}Sy,D(Ay,+z)Sx,β{D(Ax,+z)Sy,αD(Sx,z) Ay, D(Ax, 
 
for all Xzy,x,   and non negative reals γβ,α,  such that 1k
2
1 1+l   where 
  γ).-β-/(12 γ+β+α =k . 
Then A and S have a unique common fixed point in X. 
Finally , when S = 1 in Corollary 1, we get. 
Corollary 3.2 : Let A be a self mapping of a complete and bounded D-metric space 
(X,D) over a topological semi field E satisfying : 
(1.9)
z)},x,D(Ay,+z)y,γ{D(Ax,+z)}y,D(Ay,+z)x,β{D(Ax,+zy,αD(x,           
z)Ay,D(Ax,

 
for all Xzy,x,   and non negative reals γβ,α,  such that 1<k<
2
1 1+l  where 
γ).-β-2 γγ)/( +β+(α=k  
Then A has common fixed point in X. 
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